Task discrimination for non-weight-bearing movements using muscle synergies.
Myoelectric control of lower limb prostheses requires discrimination of task-specific muscle patterns. In this paper we present a method based on the notion of muscle synergies to discriminate between various non-weight-bearing movements such as knee extension/flexion, femur rotation in/out, tibia rotation in/out and ankle dorsiflexion/plantarflexion. Data is recorded from eight targeted muscle sites on the thigh. Non-negative matrix factorization is used to identify the muscle synergies using multiple features and estimation of electromyographic (EMG) patterns is done using non-negative least squares (NNLS). Classification accuracy for the movements involving the knee joint was higher than the movements involving the ankle joint. The proposed algorithm performs at par with the common machine learning algorithm Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) in offline analysis.